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Long-mean-free-path ballistic hot electrons in high-purity GaAs
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Braun Center for Submicron Research, Department of Condensed Matter Physics,

Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel
~Received 18 July 1996!

The mean free path~mfp! of hot ballistic electrons, injected into high-purity GaAs, was measured and found
to be several micrometers long. The hot electrons were injected at energies just below the LO-phonon emission
threshold and their mfp was measured by two techniques: first, by comparing different devices with different
layer thickness; and second, in a single device, utilizing the cyclotron motion of ballistic electrons in tilted
magnetic fields. We find the mfp scales roughly inversely with impurity concentration. We suggest that the
dominant scattering is due to impact ionization of neutral impurities.@S0163-1829~96!52348-9#
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Two-dimensional electron systems, with their long me
free path~mfp!, have been intensively exploited for the stu
of ballistic and coherent effects. However, the mfp in the
systems drops sharply, due to electron-electron~e-e! inter-
actions, as either the electron’s excess energy or the temp
ture increases~even only to 1–2 meV!.1 Alternatively, high-
purity bulk GaAs may present a medium which suppo
long mfp ballistic transport ofhot electrons. In lightly doped
GaAs, at low enough temperatures, the bulk electrons
trapped by their parent donors~frozen!, neutralizing them
and thus minimizing bothe-e and ionized impurity scatter
ing. Since acoustical phonon scattering in GaAs is v
weak, injecting electrons below the threshold for LO-phon
emission~36 meV in GaAs! may lead to afreemotion of hot
electrons with extremely long mfp~@1 mm!. In this paper
we study the mfp of hot electrons injected into high-pur
GaAs at low temperatures. Two methods are being emplo
in order to measure the mfp: the first relies on comparing
transmission in several devices, each with a different la
thickness; and the second utilizes the cyclotron motion p
formed by the ballistic electrons around a tilted magne
field. Since the path length depends on the tilt angle the
can be measured with asingledevice.

The measurements are being performed utilizing a tun
ing injection hot-electron transistor~THETA, see Fig. 1!.2,3

Quasimonoenergetic hot electrons~with an'10 meV wide
distribution!4 are injected via a tunneling barrier, pass brie
through a very thin conductive base layer and then traver
thick layer ~d51 to 3 mm! of high-purity GaAs~drift re-
gion!. At the other end of the drift region a layer o
Al0.03Ga0.97As forms a low collector barrier, with heigh
f'26 meV. Electrons can traverse this barrier if their ene
component in the directionnormal to the layers,'

5\2k'
2 /2m, is larger thanf. Electrons that changed the

direction markedly, or lost enough energy, will be reflect
by the collector barrier thus contributing to the base curre
In order to avoid large band bending in the drift region t
unintentionalp-type doping was slightly compensated b
n-type doping, achievingND2NA>231014 or 131015

cm23, whereND andNA are the donor and acceptor conce
trations, respectively. Material purity was measured se
rately on layers grown under the same conditions, exploit
persistent photoconductivity:5 measuring the electron con
540163-1829/96/54~24!/17280~4!/$10.00
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centration and the mobility as a function of temperature
lows one to extract bothND andNA . We obtained a peak
mobility of some 23 m2/V sec ~around 40 K forND>3
31014, NA>131014), which is comparable to the best pub
lished data for molecular-beam-epitaxy~MBE! -grown GaAs
layers. The layers were fabricated into three terminal devi
using previously developed lithographic techniques.3

The differential transfer ratio,a5dIc /dI inj , whereI c and
I inj are the collected and injected currents, respectively, m
sures the probability of electrons to pass the drift reg
without significant scattering. In order to measure the mfp
the hot electrons we fabricated several devices with the s
parameters but with different drift region thickness6 and
measured the differential transfer ratio below the thresh
for longitudinal optical~LO! phonon emission~36 meV! at
4.2 K. The transfer ratio was found to scale exponentia
with length as seen in Fig. 2,a5a0e

2L/mfp, with mfp50.7
mm for total impurity concentrationND1NA'331015

cm23. Extrapolating the drift region length to zero leads
a0'0.7, indicating that some 30% of the electrons are be
scattered by the doped base. Applying a longitudinal m
netic field ~in the direction of the growth! we found a mo-
notonous increase in the collected current and in the mfp
a field B56 T the measured mfp increases by some 3
relative to that atB50.

Although the results given in Fig. 2 seem consistent t
method of determining the mfp has an inherent difficulty d
to the multiple growths and heavy processing leading to
avoidable differences among the different devices. We the
fore developed a technique that allows the measuremen

FIG. 1. Conduction-band profile of the modified THET
device.
R17 280 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 R17 281LONG-MEAN-FREE-PATH BALLISTIC HOT ELECTRONS . . .
the mfp with asingledevice. The method employs a ma
netic fieldB, applied at an angleu with respect to the direc
tion of the electron injection~which is approximately norma
to the layers! at an energy just below the threshold for LO
phonon emission. Sweeping the magnetic field amplitu
leads to large oscillations in the collected current, which
periodic inB ~Fig. 3!. These oscillations result from the cy
clotron motion performed by the normally injected electro
around the titled magnetic field axis: whenever the mag
tude of the applied magnetic field is such that the electr
complete an integer number of rotations around the magn
field axis as they cross the drift region, theirnormal energy
when hitting the collector barrier is maximized, and so w
be the collected current.

A simple model, assuming all the electrons are injected
the same energy and normal to the layers and neglec
scattering, yields the condition for maximal normal energy
collection:

B5n2p
mn

ed
cos2u wnBr , ~1!

whered is the length of the draft region,n is the electron
velocity, e andm are the electron’s charge and mass, ann
is an integer. In a real situation, where the electrons are
jected within a range of energies and angles, resonance
ditions for different electrons in the beam are achieved
different magnetic fields, leading to smearing of the osci
tions and to minor changes in the expected periodicity. S
if the injected distribution is sharp enough, both in ener
and in angle, the effect should be clearly observable.

The current oscillations, shown in Fig. 3 for differe
anglesu of the magnetic field, are drawn after normalizin
out a monotonous increase of some 15% of the collec
signal withB ~by dividing each trace by the one measur
with a normal,u50°, magnetic field!. Up to eight periods
~not all shown! are observed. The scaling of the periodic
was verified for different drift region lengths, different inje
tion energies and different angles. The dependence of
oscillation frequency on tilt angle is somewhat weaker th
that predicted by Eq.~1!, most likely due to the angula

FIG. 2. The transfer ratio at an injection energy of 36 meV
devices having different drift region lengths.
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distribution of the injected electrons~as was also verified via
simple Monte-Carlo simulations!. The fact that the contras
of the oscillations is quite large clearly shows that the
jected distribution is rather peaked in energy and angle
also indicates that the collector barrier indeed conserves
lateral momentum~the component parallel to the layers! of
the traversing electrons and that no significant scatte
takes place within the barrier. This conservation of late
momentum in transmission across a potential barrier is o
assumed in the literature but never experimentally proved
such a clear manner. The fact that the oscillations do
smear indicates that no significant broadening of the balli
distribution takes place during the lengthy motion throu
the drift region. This strengthens our conclusion about
dominance of an inelastic scattering process of the hot e
trons in high-purity GaAs; a point to which we return late
The oscillations are also preserved at temperatures as hig
25 K; above that temperature leak currents and thermal n
become prominent.

The effect of scattering is clearly observed when we co
pare the collected current atB5Br ~first maximum! and at
B50 at a given tilt angle of the magnetic field. The total pa
length of the helical trajectory atB5Br is longer than that of
the straight path~atB50! and hence the number of collecte
electrons is smaller. Since the path length increases with
creasing tilt angle we observe a monotonous decrease in
collected current with tilt angle. Using the same simplifi
model leading to Eq.~1! we find the total path length cov
ered by the electrons, for any integer number of rotationn
to be L5d/cos2u. If the dominant scattering mechanism
inelastic it is reasonable to assume that an electron will
be collected after a single collision and thus the collec
current atB5Br decays exponentially with path length, i.e

I c~Br !5I c~B50!exp~2L/l!5I c~B50!exp~2d/lcos2u!,
~2!

FIG. 3. The cyclotron motion performed by ballistic hot ele
trons around a tilted magnetic field is clearly evident from the c
lected current plots. This current is maximized whenever the e
trons arrive at the collector with their momentumnormal to the
barrier.
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where the decay coefficientl is the inelastic mfp for a cer
tain f. In Fig. 4 we plot the normalized transfer ratio as
function of the total path lengthL ~circles!: an exponential
decay is indeed observed. Furthermore, we find that the
tracted mfp in the single device is in close agreement w
that deduced from measurements of samples with diffe
drift region length. At tilt angles larger than'60° some of
the electrons hit back theemitter barrier in their cyclotron
motion, possibly changing the simple exponential behav
of the transfer ratio; this allows the analysis to be valid o
up to L'4d.

The mean free path was measured at 4.2 K in sam
grown in two different MBE systems, with total impurit
concentrations ofND1NA5631014 and 331015 cm23,
and was found to bel54.0 mm and 0.7mm, respectively.
The fact that the mfp scales roughly inversely with the i
purity concentration clearly proves that the dominant scat
ing mechanism is due to impurities and that acoustical p
non scattering is not important. As the temperature is be
raised we observe a slow and monotonous decrease in
mfp, and at 18 K it is found to be 30% lower than its 4.2
value.

Note that the measured mfp,l, is different than the mfp
for momentum relaxation,lp , frequently used in linear re
sponse theory:lp is calculated weighing each scatterin
event according to its contribution to the momentum rel
ation using a weighing factor of~12cosC), whereC is the
scattering angle. In our device, however, every electron
has a normal energy higher than the collector barrier he
f is collected and counted with the same weight. The m
measured in our device is thus a function of the collec
barrier heightf as we indeed found~a 630% change inl
was found as the barrier height was changed by75 meV!.
By measuringl~f! for a large number of barrier heights, on

FIG. 4. The transfer ratio through the drift region, normalized
a path length of 1mm, is shown as a function of path length for bo
measurement techniques: using different devices~X! and using the
tilted magnetic field in a 1-mm-long device~s!. The mfp’s mea-
sured by the slopes of the transfer ratios using both methods
almost identical.
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could, in principle, extract the angular dependence of
scattering mechanism, which also allows the inference of
momentum relaxation mfp.

A remaining question is the identification of the domina
scattering mechanism. Since the mfp was found to sc
roughly inversely with the impurity concentration the sca
tering is clearly related to the impurities. Ionized impuri
scattering is anelasticprocess, giving rise predominantly t
small angle scattering~especially in the absence of screeni
as in our case! leading to angular diffusion in momentum
space. Such diffusion is expected to smear out the obse
oscillations and to result in a power law dependence of
collected current on length ('1/L) instead of the observed
exponential dependence. Note however that, contrary to
angular diffusion, when an electron is scattered by aninelas-
tic process with a large energy exchange, the scattered e
tron is immediately taken out from the ballistic distributio
leaving this distribution unchanged, allowing thus the cle
features of the ballistic motion to be still observed. Hen
both the exponential dependence and the clear ballistic
tures lead us to conclude that the dominant scattering pro
is inelastic. A relevant scattering process isimpact ionization
or excitation of neutral donors~whose density isND2NA).
This process is in qualitative agreement with the behavio
the measured mfp at different temperatures and with lon
tudinal magnetic fields. With the application of magne
field the electron’s binding energy increases by appro
mately\vc/2, reducing thus the cross section for scatter
and leading to a longer mfp. As temperature increases s
of the neutral impurities are ionized and the free electro
contribute toe-e scattering. Since the binding energy of th
scattering electrons to their parent donors is much sma
than the kinetic energy of the injected hot electrons it co
be expected that the two scattering mechanisms,e-e and
e-impurity, lead to similar scattering cross sections, expla
ing the weak temperature dependence.

Translating the measured mfp to a scattering cross sec
per neutral donor,s5@(ND2NA)l#21, we finds'8paB

2,
whereaB is the effective Bohr radius in GaAs. This figure
about twice larger than the expected value, calculated
assuming the donor behaves similarly to a Hydrogen ato7

and taking into account both the cross section for ionizat
from the ground state and those for excitations from
ground state to higher bound states. This discrepancy ca
related to inaccuracies in the determination of the impu
concentration or deficiencies in the theory.

Finally, it is interesting to note that we have shown th
the semiclassical model provides a good explanation to
experimental results; however, in the presence of the m
netic field it should be askedwhy does it work? Since the
number of rotations the electrons perform is larger than o
implying vt.1, quantum effects could be expected. Tw
different answers can be given. One answer is that accor
to the correspondence principle the semiclassical beha
should not change abruptly once the limitvt.1 is exceeded,
but should rather change smoothly. Since we are in a reg
where the number of rotations is very small, and we anal
only the data of the first peak,vt51, it could be expected
that the main results of the semiclassical model still ho

re
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Another answer is that the conditionvt,1, which is fre-
quently used to characterize the semiclassical regime, a
ally means that the trajectory should not close on itself, si
in that case one ‘‘part’’ of the wave function will interfer
with another and a quantum description will be require
However, in our configuration the electron has a signific
velocity component in the direction of the magnetic field a
it does not close on itself. Since the distance between
cessive windings of the helical trajectory~being the drift re-
gion length divided by the number of rotations! is much
larger than the lateral extent of the wave function~usually
believed to be of the order of the wavelength, being ab
200 Å for an electron with an energy of 36 meV!, interfer-
ence between different windings is not likely and hence
quantum treatment is not required. In any case, it seems
further study is called for, which will clarify the way in
which the semiclassical behavior turns into a quantum on
is also important to notice that as far as the dynamics of
scattering is concerned the presence of the magnetic
should not make a significant difference since\vC is below
1 meV over the whole experimental regime, and is th
much smaller than both the ionization energy of the impu
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ties ~5.5 meV!, the energy width of the ballistic distribution
~10 meV! and the hot electron energy~36 meV!.

In conclusion, we utilized a novel technique, relying o
the cyclotron motion of ballistic electrons in tilted magne
fields, in order to measure the mfp of ballistic hot electro
injected into high-purity GaAs at low temperatures. Th
measurement technique has been verified by comparin
with measurements done on an ensemble of devices,
with a different path length. The resulting mfp is seve
microns long for electrons with energy just below the LO
phonon emission threshold in GaAs doped toND1NA56
31014 cm23, and scales roughly inversely with the tot
impurity concentration. We propose that the dominant sc
tering mechanism is due to impact ionization and excitat
of neutral donors by the ballistic hot electrons with a cro
section for scatterings'8paB

2.
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